
STA 532: Theory of Statistial InfereneRobert L. WolpertDepartment of Statistial SieneDuke University, Durham, NC, USA3 Parametri Inferene IWe now turn attention to statistial models in whih the family F of possible pdfs for the observableX 2 X are a k-dimensional parametri family F = ff(x j � : � 2 �g for some parameter spae� � R
k and funtion f : X � � ! R+. Examples inlude the Poisson distribution Po(�) with� = R+ and the Be(�; �) distribution with � = (�; �) � R2. Other examples inlude the univariatenormal distribution No(�; �2), with k = 2 and � = R�R+ with � = (�; �2), and the p-dimensionalmultivariate normal distribution No(�;�) with k = p(p + 3)=2-dimensional parameter � = (�;�),with mean vetor � 2 R

p and p� p positive-de�nite ovariane matrix � 2 Sp+.3.1 Change of ParametersAny k-dimensional parametri family F = fF (� j �) : � 2 �g with � � R
k an also be written as

F = fG(� j �) : � 2 �g for a di�erent parameter �, also k-dimensional, with � = H(�), � = H�1(�)for any invertible 1:1 transformation H : � ! �. The statistiian is free to use whiheverparameterization is most onvenient. For example, we will use the \shape/rate" parameterizationfor the Gamma distribution Ga(�; �), with mean �=� and pdf on the left below, while our text usesthe \shape/sale" parameterization in whih the Ga(�; �) distribution has mean �� and the pdfgiven on the right. The two are related by the invertible transformation H(�; �) = (�; � = 1=�),while their pdfs at x > 0 are �� x��1�(�) e��x = x��1�� �(�)e�x=�:3.2 Likelihood FuntionsWhen evaluated at the observed value X = x of the data, and viewed as a funtion only of � 2 �,the funtion L(� j x) / f(x j �) (1)(or any positive multiple of it) is alled the \likelihood funtion" (LH). Some have argued that allinferene about � 2 � should depend on the sampling model and the data X = x only throughthis funtion (Birnbaum, 1962; Berger and Wolpert, 1988), a proposition known as the LikelihoodPriniple (LP). As we onsider various ways of estimating or making other inferene about � below,try to see whih ones are onsistent with LP and whih aren't.1



STA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L Wolpert3.3 Parameters of Interest & Nuisane ParametersOften some feature of � is \interesting", i.e., of use in a partiular analysis, while the rest of � isunertain but not interesting. For example, in No(�; �2) problems, often it is only the mean that isinteresting and not the variane. We an always write the parameter vetor in the form � = (�; �)with \parameter of interest" � and \nuisane parameter" �.Fisherian and Bayesian pratitioners di�er in how they dispose of the � in order to make infereneabout � (Berger et al., 1999). Typially the Fisherian approah is to replae the LH of (1) withthe \pro�le likelihood" LP (� j x) = sup� f�x j (�; �)� (2a)while the Bayesian approah is to determine a \onditional prior distribution" �(� j �) quantifyingthe plausibility of various possible values of the nuisane parameter �, possibly depending on theparameter of interest �, and then base inferene about � on the \marginal likelihood"LM(� j x) = Z f(x j �; �) �(� j �) d� (2b)We'll see examples below, one we've introdued and ompared estimation for these two approahes.3.4 Methods of EstimationHere we present four possible ways of estimating an unertain parameter � 2 � on the basis of asequene Tn(X) of statistis based on a random sample of size n from an unertain distributionF (� j �). As an example, onsider estimating the rate parameter � for a sequene of n iid drawsfXig iid� Ga(�; �) from a gamma distribution with known shape parameter � (for example, perhaps� = 1 in whih ase the data are iid Ex(�)). The joint pdf for X1 � � �Xn is:fn(x) = nYi=1��� x��1i�(�) e��xi� = �n��Qxi���1�(�)n expn��Xxio (3)3.4.1 Method of MomentsThe Method of Moments (MoM) proedure is to estimate � 2 � � R
k by that value (if any exists)�̂n suh that the �rst k moments of the parametri and empirial distributions agree,E�̂nXm = 1n nXi=1(Xi)m; 1 � m � k:For the Ga(�; �) example with � known, the mean is E�[X℄ = �=� so the MoM estimate is~�n = �n= nXi=1 Xi = �= �Xn:For one-dimensional inferene problems the MoM estimator of any parameter � 2 � � R is justthe solution ~� to the equation E�[X℄ = �Xn (4a)Page 2Page 2Page 2



STA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L Wolpertequating the population and sample means. For example, the MoM estimator of � for fXig iid�Un�[0; �℄� is 2 �Xn, sine E�X = �=2. For k = 2 the MoM is the value ~� 2 � � R
2 satisfying both(4a) and E�X2 = (1=n)PX2i or, equivalently, (4a) andV�[X℄ = S2n := 1n nXi=1(Xi � �Xn)2: (4b)Note it is 1n and not 1n�1 that appears in (4b) for the variane of the empirial distribution F̂n.For example, if fXig � Ga(�; �) with both � and � unknown, the population mean and varianeare � = E[Xi℄ = (�=�) and �2 = V[Xi℄ = �=�2. We an solve to �nd � and � as funtions of thepopulation mean and variane, to �nd � = �=�2 and � = �2=�2, so the MoM estimators for theshape � and rate � are ~�n = ( �Xn)2=S2n ~�n = �Xn=S2n:Under a hange of parameters � = H(�) as in Setion (3.1), the MoM estimators ~� = H(~�) hangewith the same transformation. For example, with H(�; �) = (�; 1=�), the MoM estimators for theshape � and sale � = 1=� are (~�n; ~�n) = H(~�n; ~�n), or~�n = ( �Xn)2=S2n ~�n = S2n= �Xn:3.4.2 Maximum LikelihoodThe Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) is whatever funtion value �̂n(X) 2 � maximizes thelikelihood funtion (1). In our example, the LH is any funtion proportional to the joint pdf (3).Suh a funtion will attain its maximum at the same plae as its logarithm `(� j X) := logL(� j X)does. This is a very general and useful observation, beause typially the log LH is easier tomaximize.For the example of Xi iid� Ga(�; �) with known �, the log LH and its derivative are:`n(� j x) = n� log �+ �X log(xi)� n log �(�) � �X xi (5)���`n(� j x) = n�=��X xiso the MLE is again �̂n = �= �Xn.Finding the MLE for Ga(�; �) with both parameters unknown is a bit more involved. For eah�xed � > 0 the optimal rate is �̂n(�) = �= �Xn, but we must also maximize`n��; �̂(�)� = n� log(�= �Xn) + �X log(xi)� n log �(�)� (�= �Xn)n �Xnby �nding the unique solution �̂n to the equation 0 = (�=��)`n��; �̂(�)�,0 = n log(�= �Xn) + n+X log(Xi)� n (�) � n;i.e., by setting �̂ to the unique solution of (�) � log� = 1nX log(Xi= �Xn): (6)Page 3Page 3Page 3



STA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertHere  (z) := (d=dz) log �(z) = �0(z)=�(z) is the \digamma funtion", given for integer argumentsby  (n) = �e + n�1Xk=1 1kwhere e � 0:577216 is Euler's gamma onstant. Equation (6) always has a unique solution,beause  (�) � log� inreases monotonially from �1 to 0 as � inreases from 0 to 1, andP log(Xi= �Xn) < 0 by the arithmeti-geometri mean inequality.Under a hange of parameters � = H(�) as in Setion (3.1), the MLEs �̂ = H(�̂) hange with thesame transformation. For example, with � known the MLE for � = 1=� is �̂n = 1=�̂n = �Xn=�,while when both � and � are unknown the MLEs are �̂n = 1=�̂n and �̂n = �Xn=�̂n for the solution�̂n to (6).Other Examples:� The MLE for the mean of fXig iid� Po(�) is �̂n = �Xn;� The MLE for the suess probability of fXig iid� Ge(p) is p̂n = 1=(1 + �Xn);� The MLE for the mean and variane of fXig iid� No(�; �2) are �̂n = �Xn := (1=n)PXi and�̂2n = S2n := (1=n)P(Xi � �Xn)2. The MLE for the preision � = 1=�2 is �̂n = 1=S2n.3.4.3 Bayesian InfereneIn the Bayesian approah the data pdf f(x j �) is treated as a onditional pdf for x, given theparameter vetor �. If the investigator an identify in some way a marginal pdf �(�) for � unrelatedto the data X, alled the prior pdf, then the joint pdf for X and � will be f(x j �)�(�) and theonditional (given X = x) or posterior pdf for �, given the observed data, will be given by theelementary probability alulation�(� j x) = f(x j �) �(�)R� f(x j �) �(�) d� = L(� j x) �(�)R� L(� j x) �(�) d� / L(� j x) �(�) (7a)alled Bayes' Formula. The denominator in (7a) is just a normalizing onstant to ensure that�(� j x) integrates to one; usually it needn't be omputed expliitly (see examples below).The estimator Æ(x) that minimizes the expeted squared errorE�jÆ(x) � �j2 j x� = Z� jÆ(x) � �j2 �(� j x) d�an easily be shown to be the mean of the posterior distribution, Æ(x) = �� given by�� := Z � �(� j x) d�: (7b)Under a hange of parameters � = H(�) as in Setion (3.1), Bayesian posterior means �� are notsimply the transformed values H(��); rather, a Jaobian enters with the hange of variables in theintegral of (7b). Page 4Page 4Page 4



STA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 3 R L WolpertFor example, if fXig iid� Ga(�; �) with known � as in (3), and we represent unertainty about �before observing X = fXi : 1 � i � ng using a Ga(a; b) distribution, then�(� j x) / �n�Q(xi)��(�)n expn��X xio� ba�a�1�(a) exp f�b�g/ �a+n��1 expn���b+Xxi)o� Ga�a+ n�; b+X xi�with mean ��n = a+ n�b+Pxi = a=n+ �b=n+ �Xn ; (8)the same asymptotially as n!1 but a bit di�erent for small n from the MoM andMLE estimators�= �Xn. Note we didn't need to alulate the normalizing onstant, beause we reognized the formof �(� j x) as that of a gamma pdf. The posterior mean of � := E[X℄, or ��n := E[�=� j fXig℄, isnot just �=��n; an you alulate what ��n is? Suggestion: First �nd E[Xp℄ for X � Ga(�; �), for all�1 < p <1 (you'll need it for p < 0).3.4.4 Objetive Bayes InfereneHow an an investigator �nd the prior or marginal density �(�) needed to ompute the posteriordensity �(� j x) in (7a)? We'll see more about this in Week 5 of the ourse, but for now here arethree suggestions:� Historial Reords: If similar analyses have been performed in the past, the values f�jg (trueor estimated) may be available to o�er a guide for what is the distribution of possible valuesof � in the urrent study;� Personal Opinion: An experiened investigator may have informed opinions about whihvalues of � are plausible and whih are not. This subjetive approah is partiularly well-suited to problems of personal �nane, sports bets, and other situations where long-termhistorial evidene isn't available even in priniple. It's not well-suited to problems in sienti�exploration, litigation, or other areas where objetivity is paramount.� Objetive Bayesian Analysis: In the earliest days of Bayesian analysis, Laplae (1774) andBayes (1763) himself used uniform (or \at") prior densities to represent ignorane about aparameter. In our example this would be �(�) � 1 on R+, a prior that is \improper" in thesense that R �(�) d� = 1 but whih nevertheless leads to the proper posterior distributionwith density �(� j x) � Ga�1 + n�;P xi� distribution with well-de�ned posterior mean��n = (� + 1=n)= �Xn. This approah is not invariant under hanges of parameters.A modern approah that is invariant would reommend the \Je�reys" or \Referene" prior�R(�) / 1=� leading to posterior distribution �R(� j x) � Ga�n�;P xi�, with mean ��n =�= �Xn idential in this example (but not always) to the MLE and MoM (Je�reys, 1961;Bernardo, 1979; Berger et al., 2009). This is a Bayesian approah that an be used inproblems where objetivity is key.We'll see more about this in Week 5. Page 5Page 5Page 5
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